


MY ROBOT TIME is developed by HUNA educational robot team.

MY ROBOT TIME is Edutainment product. 

Constructing the robot is easy and fun. 

Children are able to learn scientific principles besides raising their 

creativity and scientific thinking skills.

This is a reliable product 
which has been tested and 

verified by international safety 
certifications included  KC, 

CCC and CE.
Educational teaching tools 

designed for everyone. Suitable 
for friends and family to learn 

while playing. Our kits are 
effective in raising self-expression 

and self-confidence 
in children.

Throughout the funny process 
of making and playing with the kit, 
children are able to learn scientific 

principles, trigger their 
creativity and also scientific 

thinking skills.
Various robots in only one kit.

Children may expand their creativity
by playing with the new concept 

and new patented of special 
blocks which can be 

connected in 6 directions.

Our kit helps children to be
concentrated in making their 

imagined robots. Children may 
make their own robots by 
adding sensor and many 

other components 
of robots

Stop the children’s stress!
Playing with our DIY robots may
reduce children’s stress and allow

them to enjoy themselves in
creating their own robots.
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List of the parts

* The form and color of some parts might be slightly different if compared to the actual parts due to 
the continuous improvement made on the quality of our products.
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How to use  blocks? (Important)
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When removing the blocks, the edge of blocks might hurt your children. Parents are advised to help
children when necessary.

Use a spanner to disassemble the blocks
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Right DC motor connector
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How to use mainboard
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The Story of 
The Three Piglets 
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 Once upon a time, there were three piglets
who have reached their years to leave
their home and seek for their fortune.

Before they left the house, their mother
advised them, “No matter what you do,

try your best as this is the only way
to survive in the world. And,

beware of the wolf!”

The first piglet built his house
by using straws because it was the
easiest way to build a house.

The second piglet built his house
by using sticks. His house was a bit 
stronger than his brother’s straw 
house.
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The third piglet built his house by
using bricks. It was very tough
but his house was very strong.

One night, the wicked big wolf who loved to
eat fat piglets, dropped by and saw the first
piglet. He said "Let me in! Let
me in, piglet, or I'll huff and puff
and I'll blow your house in!"
"I won’t let you in!", the piglet shouted.
However, the wolf blew the straw
house and it has easily broken down.
Luckily the first piglet quickly ran
away to the second piglet’s house.

           The wolf chased after the first piglet and arrived at the second

                piglet’s stick house. The wolf then shouted in front of the stick
                house." Let me in! Let me in, piglets, or I'll huff and I'll puff and
                 I'll blow your house in!"
                                                                  "I won’t let you in!", the second piglet
                                                                  shouted. However, the wolf blew 
                                                                  the stick house in too! The two piglets 
                                                                    have no choice but to escape to the 
                                                                        third piglet’s house.



     The wolf then came to the
            house made of bricks.
            "Let me in! Let me in!"
            cried the wolf, "Or I'll
           huff and puff till I blow
          your house in!"

                                                                                  Then the third piglet shouted back,
"My house is so strong that you won’t be able to come in." The wolf was angry.
He huffed and puffed with all his might. Whoo, Whoooo! But the brick house
did not move at all! He failed to blow down the brick house.
He then climbed up the roof, intended to sneak in the
brick house through the chimney to catch the piglets.

The piglets were waiting for him with a large cauldron
of boiling water on the fire. The wolf slid from the
chimney and fell into the cauldron
with a big SPLASH, and the piglets quickly
put the lid on it. The tail of the wolf was
burned. The wicked wolf ran away
and never showed up again.

The next day, the piglets
invited their mother. She said,
"Look! I’ve told you. The only way
to survive in the world is to try your
best whatever you do." Fortunately,
the three piglets have learned a lesson
and lived happily ever after!



The Making of
The Three Piglets and
The wolf

Allow your children to make the three adorable piglet brothers
and the wicked wolf on their own by using different blocks.
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Fix four small  batteries

Connect tothe motor

Turn on the power

When removing the blocks, the edge of blocks might hurt your children. 
Parents are advised to help children when necessary.

1.  If your robot does not move, please 

     read the manual carefully.

2.  Then, try  the process again step by step.

3.  Robotic piglet can run like a real piglet.

Notes!!!

Notes:

How to activate your robot ?

Use a spanner to 
disassemble the blocks.

1

1
3

32
2
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The Story of
The Rabbit and
The Tortoise



One day, a rabbit met
a tortoise and talked to
him happily, “Tortoise,
tortoise, let’s start a race,
shall we?” The tortoise
thought that she was 
making a joke to him so 
he ignored her.

The rabbit was astonished to hear that.
She said, “Seriously? Do you dare to
compete with me?” The tortoise answered, 
“Yes, let’s start.”

 “Look, there is a huge tree
over there. We’ll start running
from here and the one who 
arrives at the tree first will be 
the winner.” said the rabbit. 
“Get ready, one, two, three!”  
The rabbit started running and  
           merely in a short while,    
                 she was far from the 
                 tortoise.

The rabbit laughed at the tortoise and danced with her big ears. She also 
composed a song to make fun of the tortoise. The tortoise got mad and went 
to the rabbit. He said to her angrily, “Rabbit, don’t be so arrogant. I’m not 
afraid of you, let’s start the race!”



The rabbit turned round and saw the tortoise has 
just started running for a short distance. 
She thought that she must be the winner of 
the race. Hence, she decided to take a nap while 
waiting for the tortoise. Then, the rabbit lay down under 
a tree and soon she fell asleep.

Now let us talk about the tortoise. He ran very slowly 
and never stopped. When he arrived at the tree where
 the rabbit was sleeping, he kept on running 
although he was exhausted. He could
barely see the huge tree.

The rabbit was ashamed of her failure so 
she lowered her head down. The tortoise 
looked at the rabbit, reached out his hand 
                  to her and said, “Let us be friend.”  
                   Since then, the tortoise and 
                   the rabbit became good friends.

                     Implied meaning: 
                     Conceitedness leads to failure.  
                     Persevere helps to achieve your 
                     goal.

After a while, the rabbit woke up and 
looked around. She said while yawning, 
“Where is the tortoise? Why is he not 
here yet? Maybe I should sleep more.” The rabbit was about to back to 
sleep when she looked backward and saw the tortoise. She got up in a 
hurry and ran quickly. However, the tortoise has already arrived at the 
huge tree. At last, the tortoise won the race.



The Making of 
Robotic Bunny

Based on the features of a rabbit, use colorful blocks and frames,
mainboard and motor, you can make a robotic rabbit which resembles
a real one.
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Fix four small  batteries.

1

1
3

32
2 Connect to the motor.

Turn on the power.

When removing the blocks, the edge of the blocks might hurt your children. 
Parents are advised to help children when necessary.

1.  If your robot does not move, please 

     read your manual carefully.

2.  Then, try the process again step by step.

3.  Robotic Bunny can run like a real rabbit.

Notes!!!

Notes:

How to activate your robot?

Use a spanner to 
disassemble the blocks.
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The Story of
The Greedy Puppy



There was a greedy puppy who 
lived in a village. One day, the 
greedy puppy found a grilled fish 
on the ground. “What a surprise!” 
He ran off with it as he wanted to 
eat it alone at his home.

On his way home, the greedy puppy

passed by a stream and he looked

down into the stream. There was another

puppy with a grilled fish in his mouth.

"Does he have a larger fish than mine?"

It looked larger and better than his.

He said, “I want that.”



The greedy puppy tried to 

get the fish by jumping

into the stream.

The water was cold. 

Now the greedy puppy has lost his fish.

He was hungry and he went home sadly.     

The puppy lost his fish

because of his greed.            

Of course he couldn't reach the puppy with a bigger fish, yet, he dropped 

his own fish into the water and lost it. 

Then he barked at the stream for help.



The Making of
Robotic Puppy

Based on the features of a puppy, use colorful blocks and frames, mainboard

and motor, you can make a robotic puppy which resembles a real one.
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Fix four small  batteries

Connect to the motor

Turn on the power

When removing the blocks, the edge of the blocks might hurt your children. 
 Parents are advised to help children when necessary.

1.  If your robot cannot move, please 

     read the manual carefully.

2.  Then, try the process again step by step.

3.  Robotic puppy can run like a real puppy.

Notes!!!

Notes:

How to activate your robot?

Use a spanner to 
disassemble the blocks.

1

1
3

32
2
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The Story of
    Hide and Seek
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It was springtime where flowers 
were blooming. The animals 
were playing hide and seek.

Now it is crocodile’s turn to seek 
for his friends. 

"I’ve started counting!" He said, 
“One, two, three…Ten! Where 
are you all, my friends?”

The crocodile began to look for the other animals, and he

found a long neck behind the tree.

“The long neck is......

Right! That's giraffe! Ha! Ha!

Giraffe, come out!

I’ve found you!”

“Oh, I have always been noticed because

of my long neck .”

The giraffe reluctantly said,

“Because of my long neck, I’m easily found

every time when we play hide and seek.” The crocodile went on searching

for the other animals. He found a

pair of huge wings in the bush.

“Large wings! Ha! Ha! I got you,

ostrich, come out!” “It’s weird...

I thought I hid myself very well.”

The ostrich said to himself.
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“Eh... Where is the crab hiding?”

At this moment, the crocodile heard the

“Da…da…da…” sound from behind a rock,

“Eh? What is the...?” The crocodile traced where the

sound came from and found the crab hiding there.

“What a pity.” Little crab

moaned. After a while, the

crocodile found a long

nose from the back of a

stone. "Ha! Ha! Elephant,

I got you! Why did you not hiding your nose?”

The elephant stepped out quietly and said: “Hey, I forgot to hide my nose.”

Finally, the smart crocodile managed to find all the animals because he 
went after the distinctive features of different animals.
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The Making of Animal Characters 
            in The Story of Hide and Seek

Expose your children to learn the features of giraffe, ostrich, 
crab and elephant. Then, make the robotic animals by using 
colorful blocks.
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Fix four small  batteries

Connect to the motor

Turn on the power 

When removing the blocks, the edge of the blocks might hurt your children. 
Parents are advised to help children when necessary.

1.  If your robot does not move, please 

     read your manual carefully.

2.  Then, try the process again step by step.

3. Robotic crocodile can run like a real 

    crocodile.

Notes!!!

Notes:

How to activate your robot?

Use a spanner to 
disassemble the blocks.

1

1
3

32
2
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